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Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 
CDS Correlated Double Sampler 
EOP End of Packet 
FMM Folding Mirror Mechanism 
LCVR Liquid Crystal Variable Retarder 
LCVRC Liquid Crystal Variable Retarder Controller 
PA Preamplifier 
pB Polarized brightess 
PCB Print Circuit Board 
PEB Polarimeter Electronics Box 
PPS Peltier Power Supply 
PS Power Supply 
SEQ Sequencer circuit 
SMCS Scalable Multichannel Communication Subsystem 
SpW Spacewire circuit 
UVD UltraViolet ICCD 
VLD Visible Light CCD 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
The payload instrumentation for HERSCHEL suborbital mission consists of three instruments: the 
HERSCHEL EUV Imaging Telescope (HEIT), the Sounding Coronagraph Experiment (SCORE), 
and the HERSCHEL EUV Coronagraph (HECOR). All instruments communicate with a single 
board computer (SBS CL7) installed on the rocket. 
The purpose of this document is to explain the communication procedures among the on-board PC 
and the SCORE cameras. This document describes the communication interfaces and the software 
protocol used to manage and control the SCORE detectors. 
 
 
2.0 SCORE Cameras 
 
The SCORE coronagraph has two channels, the UV channel and the Visible Light  channel, each 
one with a camera detector: 
 

1. Visible Light Detector (VLD) for solar corona polarized brightness observations 
2. UltraViolet Detector (UVD) for narrowband H Lyα 121.6 nm and He II at 30.4 nm 
 

The VLD is an E2V CCD47-20 1024x1024, frame transfer, operating in 2x2 binning mode. It has a 
16-bit dynamic range and produces 4Mb images.  
The UVD consists of a MCP coupled to a CCD. 
The CCD is the E2V CCD42-40 (TBC).UVD will acquire both  He and H images, by selecting 
different filter configurations in the telescope. 
The images acquired by both CCDs are readout at 300 kpx/s and stored into an internal FIFO 
memory, one per each detector,  in ~1.7 s (VLD) and TBD (UVD); then they are ready for 
download to the PC. 
 
Each camera is controlled by its own electronics, which is able to provide all signals for the detector 
(bias voltages, clocks, signals for the polarizer), and to manage the acquisition sequence. 
SCORE CCD electronics consists of the following PCB boards (Fig.1): 

 
1. Power Supplies  & Bias Generator (PS) 
2. Peltier Power Supplies (PPS)  & shutter controller  
3. Sequencer (SEQ) & Clock Driver  
4. CCD &  Preamplifier (PA) 
5. Correlated Double Sampler (CDS) & ADC 
6. SpaceWire interface (SpW) 
7. LCVR (Liquid Crystal Variable Retarder) controller (LCVRC) (VLD only) 
 

Boards n° 1 ÷ 6 are hosted inside the CCD camera case, while the LCVRC is a stand-alone board 
hosted in a case (Polarimeter Electronics Box - PEB) near the KPol polarimeter.  
SCORE has two observing modes: 

1. UV HI + VL pB 
2. UV HeII 

A folding mirror, driven by a folding mirror mechanism (FMM), is used to switch between the two 
modes. The FMM driver  is inside the PEB (TBD).  
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 Camera Link 

 
The communications between the cameras and the PC are accomplished by means of two different 
links: one is dedicated to data download (SpW link), the other is used to exchange commands and 
acknowledgements (Rem_Cmd link). The SpW circuit hosts a microcontroller (Host controller) 
that manages both links. 
 
The SpW link uses the Spacewire protocol (IEEE1355) and its architecture is based on the 
SMCSlite chip by Atmel. The cameras send data over the Spacewire link with an adjustable rate 
from 2 to 100Mbs. If necessary, commands can be sent through this link, with some slight 
modifications to the firmware of the Host controller.  
The Rem_Cmd link is a 9 bits link: 

• 4 bits to receive commands from the PC  (input-link)  
• 4 bits to send acks or error flags to the PC (output link)  
• 1 GND reference 

The input-link receives 4-bits commands. Every command is binary coded (from 1 to 15, 0 is null 
command) and sent via a parallel link. 
When a command is executed, SpW circuit sends a specific acknowledgment, binary coded as 
above, on the Rem_Cmd output-link, in order to identify the executed operation. 
Rem_Cmd link uses the GPIO port on SMCSlite chip. Commands received by the PC are written 
into a SMCS internal register (GPIO_DIN register). The Host controller periodically reads this 
register and executes the received command and sends acks writing the GPIO_DOUT register. 
To make sure that a sent command is read by the Host controller, the PC must keep the command 
signal level on the Rem_Cmd port high at least for 200ms. Electrical specification for the 
Rem_Cmd link are reported below (SMCSlite User Manual, [1]). 
 

Tab. 1: Rem_Cmd port electrical characteristics,matching the SMCSlite electrical specifications for the GPIO port. 
 
The camera electronics uses 3 microcontrollers to accomplish some internal functions by means 
RS232 links. 

Parameter  Min. Max. Unit Conditions 
Input HIGH Voltage (TTL) 2.0  V  
Input LOW Voltage (TTL)  0.8 V  
Output HIGH Voltage  2.4  V max output current 
Output LOW Voltage   0.4 V max output current 
Output current  3 mA  
Output load  25 pF  

Fig.1:a design of VLD SCORE 
camera with the PCBs. The 
LCVRC circuit is hosted in an 
external box. 

LCVRC 

PS 
PPS 

SEQ 
SpW 

CDS-ADC 

PA 
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For a more detailed description of the technical and the electrical interface features, refer to SCORE 
Camera technical notes [2], [3] and [4]. 
 
 
3.0  Camera operations 
 
The CCD camera operation consists of three phases: the start-up sequence, the acquisition 
sequence and the power-off sequence.  
 
The start-up sequence includes the camera power-on and the ground cooling of the CCD sensor. 
Because of the maximum device cooling of 5 K/min the CCD cooling must start 600 s (TBC) 
before ignition to reach the required work temperature. 
In the acquisition sequence the cameras take dark and scientific images. 
After the acquisition sequence, the experiment is powered-off and the PC turns-off the SCORE 
cameras removing the battery power. This is the power-off sequence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Start-up sequence 

 
The on-board PC powers on the camera. At this time only the LCVRC and the SpW are powered-
on. Subsequently, the SpW circuit performs a self-check and enables both the Rem_Cmd and the 
Spacewire communication links to the PC. 
When the Spacewire link is established, NULLs exchange with the PC checks the correct 
functioning of  the SpW circuit.  
 
After that, the camera interface waits for a CAMERA_ON command from the PC. When it is 
received, SpW turns-on the PPS to start the device cooling; when the detector reaches the work 

Fig.2: a schematic rappresentation of the three operational phases  
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temperature1 (monitored by the SpW), the PS circuit (which supplies the remaining camera boards) 
is switched-on by the SpW.  
 
At the end of the start-up sequence, the SpW circuit performs a camera check and sends a 
CAMERA_READY ack to the PC. Now the camera is ready to work and waits for the START 
command to begin the acquisition sequence. 
 
 
 
3.2 Acquisition sequence 
 
The acquisition sequence is the most structured phase in the SCORE experiment because the 
cameras take dark and scientific images. The UVD and the VLD have different acquisition 
sequences. Each sequence is made of  sub-sequences, called procedures. The UVD acquisition 
sequence can run  5 procedures and the VLD sequence 3 procedures.  
The UVD procedures are: 
 
H Dark Acquisition     –   dark image acquisition with the H exposure time 
He Dark Acquisition   –    dark image acquisition with the He exposure time 
H Acquisition              –    Solar Corona image acquisition with the H exposure time  
He Acquisition            –   Solar Corona image acquisition with the He exposure time 
Reset Procedure         –  recovery procedure after failure events  
 
the VLD procedures are: 
 
Dark Acquisition        –    dark image acquisition with the Visible exposure time  
VL Acquisition            –   Solar Corona image acquisition with the Visible exposure time 
Reset Procedure         –  recovery procedure after failure events . 
 
 
Tab.2: UV and VL camera procedures 

UVD procedures VLD procedures 

H Dark Acquisition 

He Dark Acquisition 

H Acquisition 

He Acquisition 

Reset Procedure 

Dark Acquisition 

VL Acquisition 

Reset Procedure 

 
Each procedure will be executedas many times as necessary, in the main acquisition sequence.  
 
Note: the UVD distinguish between He and H dark acquisition and acquisition because they have 
different exposure times. 
 

                                                
1 During the device cooling, the camera sends the temperature read-out to the PC for log-keeping (TBC). 
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In the SCORE observing mode 1 VLD and UVD are operated simultaneously.  
The Reset Procedure is an auxiliary procedure that starts whenever the SpW circuit reveals an 
internal camera error (e.g. the absence of the Sequencer heartbeat, see below) requesting a reset, or 
when the camera does not answer to any PC command. 
 
 
 
 3.2.1  Acquisition timeline 
 
The whole acquisition sequence for VL and UV channels is shown in Fig.4. 
The present baseline foresees triplets of 5 s exposure time images for VL pB acquisition, and single 
~ 40 s (TBD) exposures for the UV images. 
He and H channel exposure times (and thus the total number of images) are TBD as well as the 
H/VIS procedure and He procedure duration . 
 
Before scientific acquisition starts, both UVD and VLD acquire dark images. The dark acquisitions 
take place before telescope door opening and after telescope door closing. The Start-Acquisition 
signal for the dark procedures is expected TBD seconds  before the telescope door opening (at topen) 
and they will have different timing for UVD and VLD.  
 
 

 
 
When the door is opened, both the VLD and UVD cameras acquire images (H/VIS procedure).  
At the end of the H/VIS procedure , the PC moves the folding mirror away from the optical path and 
the UVD starts the He procedure (while the VLD is in “idle status”). After the He exposures is 
completed, the PC will move back the folding mirror to give the start  to a second H/VIS procedure. 
 
Note: the movement of the folding mirror could be a critical failure point. 
 
After the door is closed, SCORE cameras perform a dark procedure to end the acquisition sequence. 
 

Folding 
 mirror off 

Folding 
mirror on 

t 

m He Acq 

Dark procedure H/Vis proc. H/Vis proc. Dark procedure He procedure 

Open door Close door 

UV ch. 

VL ch. Dark_Acq 6 VL Acq 
 

Dark_Acq 

Dark_Acq (He+H) n H Acq Dark_Acq (He+H) 

idle status 

toff ton tclose topen 

6 VL Acq 

n H  Acq 

Acquisition sequence 

Fig.4: The flight timeline scheme (TBC). 
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3.3 Power-off sequence 
 
Power-off sequence is TBD 
 
 
 
4.0 Commands exchange 
 
During the experiment, PC and CCD cameras exchange commands to perform the image 
acquisition. When the PC turns on the rocket battery, only the SpW board is powered on and the 
communication links are estabilished (Spacewire link sends NULLs to the PC). The SpW circuit 
switches on the remaing camera boards when it receives the CAMERA_ON command from the PC 
and sends a CAMERA_READY ack after all internal checks (see start-up sequence section). 
A similar procedure is performed whenever the PC requires a camera reset sending a RESET 
command. 
During the experiment the SpW circuit continuously checks, using an internal “heartbeat”, if the 
Sequencer circuit  (which generates clock signals for the CCD readout) is working correctly. If the 
heartbeat is not received, SpW sends a FAILURE command and requests a RESET from the PC. 
The on-board computer sends a RESET command also if the camera does not answer to any PC 
command. 
This procedure, called Reset procedure, accomplishes a complete camera restart: SpW circuit turns 
off the other camera boards, then resets itself. When it restarts, switches on all camera electronics 
again and it sends a CAMERA_READY to the PC when the camera is ready2. 
 
Note: Since in the Reset procedure the CCD heating is negligible (due to the very short time of this 
procedure, in which the PPS is unpowered), the CAMERA_READY ack will follow the RESET 
command (about £ 1 sec TBD). 
 
  
In order to manage the different sequences and procedures the PC follows the SCORE “events time-
table”; it counts the number of images for each procedure (Dark, H, VIS and He).  
Controlling all acquisitions from the PC gives more responsibilities to the PC and the PC-cameras 
link but the entire sequence becomes more flexible and versatile and the failure event management 
is reliable and easier to handle. 
 
An acquisition procedure starts when the camera receives a START command (see Commands 
Table below); it acquires images until the STOP_ACQ or the RESET command is received. At the 
beginning of a procedure, SCORE cameras perform a “cleanup cycle” to clear the thermal charge.  
 
The table below shows all commands and acks created to accomplish the image acquisition. 
  
 
 
 
 
Tab.3 : Commands Table: in the left part are listed the PC commands, in the right part are shown the 
camera acknowledgements  related to the different commands. The 4 bits codification associated to 
each command is shown in the “code” columns.  

                                                
2 In the Reset procedure, camera does not have to receive the CAMERA_ON command.  
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From PC to Camera 
 (input_link on Rem_Cmd) 

From Camera to PC 
(output_link on Rem_Cmd) 

Command name Description Code Command name Description Code 
CAMERA_ON After Power_On, 

switch on the camera 0x1 
CAMERA_READY 

After RESET or 
POWER_ON, 

notifies the camera 
is alive 

0x1 
RESET After failure, for 

system recovery 0x2 

START_ACQ 
Start acquisition 

procedure for visible 
or H channel 

0x3 

ACK_START 
Acknowledgment 
to a START_X 

command 
0x2 

START _He_ACQ 
Start acquisition  

procedure  for He 
channel 

0x4 

START_DARK 
Start dark  procedure 

for visible or H 
channel 

0x5 

START_He_DARK Start dark  procedure 
for He channel 0x6 

STOP_ACQ Stop acquisition 
sequence 0x7 ACK_STOP 

Acknowledgment 
STOP_ACQ 

command 
0x3 

TRANSMIT 
Answers to 

IMG_READY for  
image download 

0x8 ACK_TRANS 
Acknowledgment 

TRANSMIT 
command 

0x4 

Unused - 0x9 IMG_READY 

The image is ready 
to be transferred, 

camera waits for a 
TRANSMIT 

command 

0x5 

PELTIER_ON - 0xA FAILURE 
Requests a RESET 
command from PC 

(camera internal 
error) 

0x6 

PELTIER_OFF - 0xB 
Unused - 0x7 
Unused - 0x8 
Unused - 0x9 

Unused - 0xC 
ACK_PEL_ON - 0xA 
ACK_PEL_OFF - 0xB 

Unused - 0xC 
STOP_SPW For tests 0xD ACK_STOP_SPW For tests 0xD 
INIT_SEQ For tests 0xE ACK_INIT_SEQ For tests 0xE 
INIT_POL For tests 0xF ACK_INIT_POL For tests 0xF 

      

POWER_ON Switch on SpW 
circuit  ALIVE NULLs sended on 

the Spacewire link   
POWER_OFF Switch off camera     

 
When an acquisition procedure starts, and when an exposure is over, the image is read and buffered 
into a FIFO memory (internal to the camera). During the VLD readout period a new VLD 
acquisition can start, thanks to the CCD frame transfer architecture (only for the VLD). 
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When an image acquisition is achieved, the camera sends to the PC an IMG_READY signal to 
notify that acquired image is ready to be dowloaded and starts a timeout counter. When the PC is 
available to receive the image data, sends a TRANSMIT command. The image is then downloaded 
through the Spacewire link. 
 
Note: Since the camera cannot retransmit any data, every image is dumped immediately after the 
transmission, without any command from the PC.  
 
If the TRANSMIT command is not received before a timeout3, the camera sends a new IMG_READY 
signal that restarts the timeout counter. After 3 (TBD) timeouts followed by IMG_READY 
retransmissions, the image will be dumped from the FIFO to acquire the next image. In this case, 
the image is lost (Fig3).  
The camera proceeds to acquire images until receives the STOP_ACQ command. This is the 
standard functioning of each acquisition procedure. 
 
Note that the CCD camera answers with an ack to every command sent by the PC; if any ack is not 
received, the computer sends a RESET command (for a more correct description see Data flow chart 
paragraph). Every time an error occurs during a procedure the PC records the wrong event in an 
ERROR log file. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
3 The IMG_READY timeout depends on the exposure time of a single exposition and so it is different for the UV and 
the VL channels. At present, the VL timeout is 500 ms and the UV timeout is TBD.  

Image 1 IMG_READY 

IMG_READY 

TRANSMIT 

CCD CAMERA PC 

b)  Image lost 

IMG_READY 

TRANSMIT 

timeout Image  
dumped 

TRANSMIT 

Image 2 

… 

timeout 

timeout 

Image 1 

timeout 

IMG_READY 

IMG_READY 

TRANSMIT 

TRANSMIT 

CCD CAMERA PC 

a)  Image packet delivery 

Image packet Image  
dumped 

Fig.3: The figure shows a transmission error on TRANSMIT command and the setted timeout on 
camera: when an IMG_READY command is sent, the camera is wating for the TRANSMIT 
command. If an error occurs, when the setted timeout on the camera is elapsed, the IMG_READY 
command is sent again. If the camera receives a TRANSMIT command, it send the image packet 
through the SpW link (fig.a), else the camera dumps the image after 3 elapsed timeouts (fig b). 
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5.0 Data Flow charts 
 
In this section, the PC and the camera operations are described in details. To do this we will refer to 
the flow charts from Fig.7 to Fig.10. Possible failure events are also described. 
 
 
5.1. General flow chart (Fig.7 & Fig.8) 
 
The UV Acquisition Sequence flow chart (Fig.7) and the VL Acquisition Sequence flow chart 
(Fig.8) show the command flow between the PC and the cameras. The difference between the UV 
and the VL flow charts is in the acquisition procedures. The UV has 4 acquisition procedures (He 
and H image and He and H dark), while the VL has only two acquisition procedures (VL 
acquisition and Dark). 
The PC sends a CAMERA_ON signal, and then starts the Reset procedure: it waits for a 
CAMERA_READY ack from the CCD camera and starts a timeout counter (treset). If it receives the 
CAMERA_READY, it exits from the Reset procedure and goes on, otherwise, when treset is expired, 
it sends again a RESET, waits the CAMERA_READY and so on. 
After the Reset procedure the PC goes through the main functionality check: it reads an internal 
time reference and “decides” which procedure has to be started, comparing the read time with the 
SCORE “events time-table”. 
Then the PC sends the right START command and the corrispondent procedure starts. If any error 
occurs or if the camera receives a STOP_ACQ command, the procedure ends. 
If all operations are correctly done, the PC reads again the internal timer and chooses which 
procedure must be started. If an error occurs, the PC goes through the Reset procedure and then 
reads again the internal timer. At the end of the sequence (referring to the “events time-table”) the 
on-board computer turns off the camera. 
 
 
5.2. PC acquisition procedure flow chart (Fig.9) 
 
H, He and Visible acquisition procedures have the same flow chart diagram, with only different 
exposure times and different timeout settings. 
When the PC sends a START command the correspondent procedure starts; if the ACK_START from 
the camera is not received, the PC retransmits again the command and waits the acknowledgment. 
If the PC does not receive the ACK_START even now, the camera is forced to go in Reset 
procedure. 
 
When the ACK_START is received by the PC, the PC writes a header which includes the image 
number,  the internal time and the type of exposure (H dark, He image etc.), then it waits for an 
IMG_READY from the CCD camera and starts a timeout counter (img_timeout). 
After the IMG_READY receival (or after timeout expiration), the PC sends a TRANSMIT command 
to request the image delivery and waits for the ACK_TRANS acknowledgment.  
Three different events are possible:  

1. The PC does not receive the image (in respective of ACK_TRANS response): an error 
occurred and the camera is forced to the Reset procedure by the PC (deleting the header) 

2. The PC does not receive the ACK_TRANS but receives the image: the PC saves the 
image data together with the header, writes the ack error in a log file and goes on.  

3. The PC receives both the ACK_TRANS and the image: the PC saves the data together 
with the header and goes on. 
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If the image is successfully downloaded, the procedure continues until the PC sends the 
STOP_ACQ command; to do this, the PC reads the internal clock and compares it with the events 
time-table. 
 
Note: commands and images are exchanged using two different links: commands and acks run on 
Rem_Cmd parallel link, images are transferred on the Spacewire link.  
In order to check the links integrity and to avoid image loss, the PC always sends a TRANSMIT 
command  even if the IMG_READY is not received (img_timeout expired). All detected errors are 
written in a ERROR log file by the PC. 
 
The Dark procedures for every channel are identical to acquisition procedures for the corrispondent 
images, except for the shutter control. The shutter control is entirely managed by the camera for 
both channels (UV and VL). The camera opens the shutter in a normal acquisition, but it keeps the 
shutter closed during the dark exposures (i.e. when the camera receives the START_DARK 
command). 
 
 
 
5.3. Camera flow chart (Fig.10) 
 
When the PC sends the CAMERA_ON signals and turns on the camera, the latter performs an 
internal functionality check and, if all it is right, answers to the PC with an CAMERA_READY ack. 
Then camera waits for a “start command”.  
When a START command is received, the camera sends the right ack,  sets the correct exposure time 
(only for UV camera) and starts the acquisition.  
At the same time an image internal header is written. When the exposure time is expired, image is 
converted and buffered in the internal FIFO memory, and a new acquisition starts.  
After that, the camera sends the IMG_READY command to the PC and starts a timeout counter. If 
the on-board computer does not request the image transmission (by means a TRANSMIT command), 
after the timeout expiration, the camera retransmits the IMG_READY signal. This procedure  
foresees three IMG_READY retransmissions (TBC), after that (if no TRANSMIT command is 
received) the camera erases the FIFO and dumps the image.  
The procedure continues until the camera receives a STOP_ACQ command. 
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6.0 Data Packet 
  
Every image is sent on SpaceWire as a single packet. A packet is composed by 7-bytes header at the 
beginning of the packet, the data payload (4 Mb for VL image and ~ 6 Mb for UV), and an EOP 
marker at the end (Fig.5). 
 

 
When SpW receives a START command, it forwards the instruction to the Sequencer circuit and 
then it builds the image header (camera header). The header reports some auxiliary data and it is as 
follows (TBC): 
 
1) Camera identification number (1 for VL, 2 for UV) 
2) Kind of acquisition procedure (VL, He, H acquisition or dark) 
3) Image procedure number (it counts acquired exposures since the last START received) 
4) LCVR temperature 
5) LCVR alignment (only for VLD) 
6) CCD temperature 
7) Not yet used 
 
This 7-bytes header is attached to the image before delivering. The on-board PC adds a further 
header to the received packet that reports: 
 

I. Internal reference time 
II. Image sequence number  

III. Type of acquisition procedure (VL, He, H acquisition or dark) 
 
Every packet should have the structure shown below (Fig.6) and it should be sent by telemetry to 
ground during the flight. The total data volume is expected to be about 150 Mb for both the 
cameras, mostly due to the VLD images. 

 
Note: the second camera header byte and the third PC header byte reports similar data. This 
redundant information can be used as a subsequent check instrument for tha packet reliability. 
 

Image Camera Header EOP 

Fig.5: Camera image packet structure  

last byte 

1 3 4 5 6 7 2 

first byte 

Image Camera Header EOP 

Fig.6: PC image packet structure 

last byte 

1 3 4 5 6 7 2 
PC Header 

1 2 3 

first byte 
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Fig.10: Camera events flow chart 
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